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for coming to PennYo A Cappella’s Spring 2022 concert, Yo Fu Panda!

PennYo is proud to present Yo Fu Panda, our 20th anniversary show! Get ready for 
a night filled with a cappella that you won’t forget! You are in for a ride as we regale 
you with this legendary tale of destiny and friendship. Join Po and the Furious Five 
as we fulfil ancient prophecies and save the Valley of Peace from Tai Lung’s attacks. 

The show will feature a set list of popular Chinese and English songs. 

THANK YOU

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear PennYo family, friends, and alum,

What a big year for PennYo! Not only are we 
sending off our six beloved seniors, we are also 
celebrating PennYo’s 20th birthday! Over the 
years, PennYo has never failed to provide us with 
a home away from home. Our strong friendships 
and support system, endless inside jokes, and 
love for each other is something I treasure 
immensely. We are an a cappella group, but we 
are 朋友s (friends) before anything else :)

A massive thank you to our family and friends. 
Your endless support in the form of shoutouts, 
words of encouragement, and coming to our 
concerts is what keeps us going. We are all so 
excited to share our music with you and give 
you an unforgettable night filled with a cappella, 
good vibes, and lots of love. 

I want to express my gratitude to my fellow board members, who have 
dedicated countless hours of their time to make this show possible. Between 
late night texts about show forms, figuring out microphones, and adjusting 
to constantly changing COVID policies, we’ve had our fair share of obstacles, 
but through it all, you have all shown resilience and dedication to everything 
we do. I am also so grateful to our seniors who have imparted their wisdom 
and concert experience on me throughout the entire process. Finally, I want 
to recognise our newest cohort of Yos, who are so full of life and will do a 
wonderful job continuing the PennYo legacy.
 
It is an honour to serve as PennYo’s president. To my fellow Yos, I am in awe of 
your talent and energy, and I am so proud of all of our hard work. Thank you 
for being a part of the beautiful family that we have created. I love you all! 

Without further ado, enjoy PennYo’s Spring 2022 show: Yo Fu Panda!

One love yo love,
Natalie



20 YEARS OF PENNYOWE LOVE OUR SENIORS!

CHRISTOPHER CHIEN EDDIE HUANG

DANIEL LEE

SOPHIA MARK

HARRISON CHEN NICOLE YEH



愛人錯過 Ai Ren Cuo Guo (Somewhere in Time) x Viva La Vida 
- 告五人 AccuseFive x Coldplay

Soloists: Jacqueline Wu and Geshi Yeung
Arranged by Jacqueline Wu, Geshi Yeung, and Christopher Chien

愛人錯過 is a song by the Taiwanese band AccuseFive. Upon first listen, we were 
hooked by the first line: “我肯定在幾百年前就說過愛你 “ (I must have told you a 

hundred years ago that I love you). The context is simple: two people bumped into each 
other on the street, never apologized, and what could have blossomed into romance 
became an awkward encounter. We think this captures the often chaotic college life 
where we keep bumping into and drifting apart from people. The song’s overall angst 

reminded us of the classic Coldplay song Viva La Vida, which has a similar longing for an 
outcome that could have become true in an alternate timeline. It’s our first time arranging, 

and we hope you enjoy it!

我管你 Wo Guan Ni (I Don’t Care) x Take Me To Church 
- 華晨宇 Hua Chenyu x Hozier

Soloists: Suzanna Wang and Dante Lokitiyakul
Arranged by Suzanna Wang

Take Me to Church, released by Hozier in 2013, was nothing short of a cultural reset, 
bringing with it many, if not too many middle school identity awakenings, dark Tumblr 
phases, extended stays on Wattpad, and more. Similarly, Hua Chenyu’s 我管你 also 
directly challenges the many cultural and social norms that tend to stifle creative and 
individual expression within society. Together, the songs are a direct screw-you to all of 
the pressures, expectations, and everyday standards that we as people always feel the 
heavy need to succumb to. That being said, 我管你 is my mother’s favorite song, and I 

can only hope that after hearing it, it will become yours too.

Mojito - 周杰倫 Jay Chou
Soloists: Justin Ng and Michael Tu

Arranged by Justin Ng and Michael Tu

Is it getting hot in here or is it just my Asian flush? Either way, Jay Chou’s “Mojito” brings 
the heat with Latin rhythms and Chinese rhymes. The lyrics recount an ethanol-twinged 
love story, but really serve to paint the picture of a care-free life in the tropics. So close 
your eyes, and prepare to be transported to the beaches of Havana, Cuban cigar in one 

hand, and mojito in the other.

快歌 Kuai Ge (Fast Song) x Survivor - 蕭亞軒 (Elva Hsiao) x Destiny’s Child
Soloists: Natalie Kung and Sylvia Chen

Arranged by Christopher Chien, Natalie Kung, and Sylvia Chen 

The arrangement is a celebration of 2000s music, calling back to popular girl group 
Destiny’s Child and the influential Taiwanese pop singer 蕭亞軒 (Elva Hsiao). Survivor 
encourages us to drive out negativity and criticism by channeling our inner “survivors”. 

快歌 (Fast Song) tells us that singing and dancing have the ability to make us forget and 
experience strong positive emotions, and that we should embrace and relish it. Music is a 
powerful force in bringing about strength and happiness within ourselves. We hope that 

as you listen to our arrangement, you experience positive emotions too 

手心的薔薇 Shou Xin De Qiang Wei (Beautiful) - 林俊傑 (JJ Lin), 鄧紫棋 G.E.M. 
Soloists: Anna Zhang and Tommy Hu

Arranged by Anna Zhang 

手心的薔薇 is a pop song by singers and song writers JJ Lin from Singapore and G.E.M. 
from China, first included in JJ Lin’s 2014 album “New Earth”. The song was inspired by JJ 
Lin’s relationship with confidants who come to him for relationship for advice. He weaved 
the reciprocal consolation and encouragement between a girl and boy into the song and 

invited his good friend G.E.M. to record it with him.

法蘭西多士 Fa Lan Xi Duo Shi (Pain Toast) x Counting Stars 
- 告五人 AccuseFive x OneRepublic

Soloists: Chardonnay Needler and August Fu 
Arranged by Christopher Chien

Lately, I’ve been, I’ve been losing sleep
Dreaming about the French toast we could eat
But baby, I’ve been, I’ve been praying hard

Said no more counting dollars
We’ll go to PennYo concert, listen to August and Char 
And their mashup of 法蘭西多士 with Counting Stars 

Did you know what French toast is called in French? It’s “pain perdu”, or “lost bread”. There 
are many ways you can understand 法蘭西多士: it may be about pain, or about loss, or 
even something as simple as a piece of French toast. Life’s like that. Dadaist, nonsensical, 
and filled with good food. “Counting Stars” strikes a similarity with 法蘭西多士 not only 
melodically, but also in the idea that love at the end of the day goes back to something 
simple and naive: eating a piece of French Toast, or counting stars. Someone may know 
the price of everything but the value of nothing. “Say no more counting dollars, we’ll be 

counting stars.” Thanks for listening. :) 

INTERMISSION

PART ONE

TONIGHT’S REPERTOIRE



連名帶姓 Lian Ming Dai Xing (Full Name) - 張惠妹 A-Mei
Senior Soloist: Nicole Yeh

Arranged by Christopher Chien

連名帶姓 is about a person who had to let go of a lover. Even though time has passed 
and others have come by, A-mei discusses her inability to move on, so much as though 
she uses other people to try to replicate the love she had with this person. The very end 
of the song has the addition of Reflection from Mulan, as an Ode to the Pennyo 2020 and 
2021 class who didn’t get to perform due to the pandemic and to current Yos who I will 

dearly miss after graduating.

乾杯 Gan Bei (Cheers) x Have It All - 五月天 Mayday x Jason Mraz
Senior Soloist: Harrison Chen

Arranged by Jason Li 

乾杯 (Cheers) is a pop song by Taiwanese band 五月天 (Mayday). Since its release a 
decade ago, the song became a sensational hit often associated with graduation and 
friendship. The lyrics incorporate themes of celebration, nostalgia, and moving on in 

the stages of life. The second song of the mashup is Jason Mraz’s “Have It All”. Mraz said 
this is a blessing disguised as a rap song that’s meant to spread a hopeful message. 

The lyrics speak of life’s limitless possibilities of friendship, intimacy, hope, togetherness, 
and affection, and it conveys the dream of living life to the fullest. The two songs come 

together to remember the past and celebrate the future to come.

入海 Ru Hai (To The Sea) x K歌之王 K Ge Zhi Wang (King of Karaoke) 
- 毛不易 Mao Buyi x 陳奕迅 Eason Chan

Senior Soloist: Sophia Mark
Arranged by Christopher Chien

入海 is a song dedicated to warming the memories of graduation. The chorus has a 
line that says “Let us jump into the sea of people, each with its own wind and rain.” 
symbolizing graduates facing society, life, and their future independently. However, 

graduation is the one ceremony that we all share and will go through together. “While 
there are still things left unsaid in our journey, we will find each other again in the sea of 
people.” K歌之王 literally translates to the “King of Karaoke”, a Cantonese classic that was 
written to deliberately challenge the singer. The song itself is an emotional roller coaster 
of how the singer wants to impress a person they care about with their voice, but the 

other party only thinks of them as a Karaoke King and nothing more. The song lyrics itself 
contains the titles of many famous karaoke songs. 

PART TWO
如果愛 Ru Guo Ai (If Love) x Sunday Morning - 方大同 Khalil Fong x Maroon 5 

Senior Soloist: Eddie Huang
Arranged by Eddie Huang and Christopher Chien

Sunday Morning is a song by the popular American band Maroon 5 that was released 
in their debut album Songs About Jane (2002) and still remains one of their most iconic 
songs to date. Paired together with 如果愛 (If Love), a song released in Khalil Fong’s 
album Orange Moon (2008), these two upbeat songs are both about how all a person 

really needs in life is someone to love. The catchy melodies and good-vibes of these two 
songs will definitely swing their way into your head for a while.

刻在我心底的名字 Ke Zai Wo Xin Di De Ming Zi (Your Name Engraved Herein) 
- 盧廣仲 Crowd Lu

Senior Soloist: Daniel Lee
Arranged by Christopher Chien

Crowd Lu may not be nearly as handsome or talented as Eric Chou, but his sappy ballad 
刻在我心底的名字 has nonetheless made it onto many a sadboi’s sadboi playlist, and 
deservedly so. In it, he struggles with himself, and his memories of a lover who’s forgotten 
their love for each other, while he is still unable to think of anyone but. Whether you’re 
getting over the leaving of a friend, a significant other, an Amy Gutmann, or anyone else 

who’s name is engraved in your heart, this song is sure to speak to you.

 
WEWE x still feel. - 告五人 AccuseFive x half alive

Senior Soloist: Christopher Chien
Arranged by Christopher Chien

“still feel.” is about finding hope and humanity in even the darkest situations. Meanwhile, 
“WEWE” is about refusing to stay stagnant in life and telling nosy people to stay in their 
lane and worry about themselves first. Together, this mash-up works as a bit of a send-off 
to my time at Penn, and all the lessons I’ve learned in exercising self-agency and always 
moving forward, despite life’s various obstacles and setbacks. It is also dedicated to my 

fellow Yos, especially us seniors - as we all eventually graduate and find our own separate 
paths, I wanted to thank you for inspiring me to be creative, be courageous, and (most 

importantly) be myself.



Eddie Huang Crane

Christopher ‘Po’ Chien is PennYo’s cute, 
determined, and hard working senior Hero. As 
lovable as a panda, Chris’ playful personality and 
passion for music has made him a leader in all 
the Yos’ eyes. Initially, while being stuck in his 
boring life as a jazz band player (Ok Jazz is cool 
but you know), his low self-confidence stopped 
him from fulfilling his dream of being a great a 
cappella warrior. But when he joined PennYo, 
he became determined to learn a cappella the 
hard way, enduring off-pitch rehearsal sessions 
and constant rhythm clapping training in hopes 
of saving the Yos. When anointed as the Dragon 
Music Director, he learns that there is “no secret 
ingredient” in becoming a hero and gains the 
confidence to lead all of PennYo using his innate 
amazing music skills. His ultimate move is the 
“Wuxi Chest Rhythm Tap” that magically teaches 
all Yos the correct rhythm.

Christopher Chien Po

The moment you’ve all been waiting for. You’ve 
heard him beatbox, you’ve seen him sing, you 
might even be a part of his fanclub. But now, for 
the first time ever, you can watch PennYo’s most 
mysterious~ heart-throb, Eddie, portray the posed 
and elegant crane! In honor of his years of giving 
PennYo the sickest beats this side of Schuylkill, 
I’ve written some bars for him. 

P to the N to the Y to the O 
Eddie got bass man, Eddie got flow 

Our songs are hype yeah this mans the key 
His beats go harder than CIS160

Drum fills, hi hats all divine
In this concert, he’s sure to shine

If you got feels though, don’t be mistaken
Sorry ladies our beatboxer’s taken

Daniel Lee Mantis

~Hiss Hiss~ Nicole “Master Viper” Yeh is here 
to save the day. Unlike all the other sly, Wharton 
snakes, Nicole studies PPE in the College and 
is one of the kindest and most compassionate 
members of the Yos. Just like Viper’s fighting style, 
Nicole has a beautiful and flexible voice that can 
be both gentle and powerful at the same time. Her 
charming and sweet personality makes her quite 
popular and you can often find her socializing 
with friends or hanging with her cat at home (yes, 
a viper can have a pet cat). You wouldn’t want 
to miss her final performance with PennYo when 
she fearlessly delivers her senior solo. 

Nicole Yeh Viper

“Who am I to judge a warrior based on his size? 
I mean... look at me!” Tiny but fit, green but agile, 
Dan, Mantis, is strong in all aspects. Professor 
Dan’s big brain is PennYo’s most valuable asset as 
he bikes around campus with that SIG backpack 
and enlightens the group with his pitch sensitivity. 
As one of the real OG’s, he is also experienced 
and ready to overcome any challenge. When 
Dan gets locked out of his house—no phone, 
no wallet, no nothing—he did not panic. With 
an empty stomach and a strong mind, Professor 
Dan managed to recall where the rest of the Yos 
are and joined them at Teado for dinner. Being 
calm in reality but feisty in Yo Fu Panda, Dan will 
impulsively whack whoever calls him “cute” and 
make those who judge him by the size “fear the 
bug”!

MEET THE YO’S



PennYo proudly presents to you our mighty 
Sophia “Tigress” Mark! Hailing from Hong Kong, 
Sophia is the queen of sad Chinese ballads. With 
her powerful belting and soulful delivery, her 
voice can make you miss the relationship you 
never had and reminisce about the lover you 
never met. If you don’t see her performing at our 
gig (a rare occurrence since we LOVE having her 
as our soloist), you will probably find her savoring 
Mala Hot Pot, binging on anime, or destroying 
everyone else in Valorant. Having sung with 
PennYo for more than 3 years, Sophia will soon 
graduate with a degree in Bioengineering and a 
minor in Computer Science — as she goes on to 
becoming a successful engineer, we will surely 
miss our worthy K歌之王!

Sophia Mark Tigress

Playing the role of Master Monkey in Yo Fu 
Panda, Harrison Chen is surely a monkey in 
character and out of it. Legend has it that he 
has been in PennYo for so long that Harrison 
“Monkey” Chen has mastered the ultimate secret 
of bass, fighting evil opponents by singing at 
the frequency of their hearts and making them 
explode in resonation. Outside of his commitment 
to singing and protecting Panda Village, he is a 
proud member of the Phi Psi fraternity. If you are 
interested in meeting Master Monkey in person, 
you may find him blessing his presence upon frat 
houses and karaokes on his off days.

Harrison Chen Monkey

Natalie always tugs on everyone’s heartstrings 
with her powerful rendition of “some people want 
it all, but I don’t want nothing at all”. She is always a 
master at sending clear announcements and very 
friendly reminders that make people feel sorry for 
not complying with. She always brings pencils 
to rehearsals and helps other children Yos circle 
dynamics and change ‘das’ into ‘dos’. She always 
shows up with a beautifully-marked calendar 
and some complicated architecture assignments 
on her laptop. She is always willing to help out 
with everything... Yes, our Yining Natalie Kung, 龚
逸宁, Nat, or 龚主席 (imagine this in Michael’s 
voice) is PennYo’s wonderful president, soprano, 
and asset. 龚主席, if we ain’t got you!

Natalie Kung Master Shifu

Justin “Master Oogway” Ng is just as wise and 
mighty as his character suggests. Although he 
is only 24.68% older than the average PennYo 
member, his wisdom and maturity is one 
hundred-fold, with a vocal range 19.73 semitones 
greater than the average turtle. When he’s not 
dealing with the kicking and screaming of some 
of the younger PennYo members, you can find 
him bouldering and hiking on his journey towards 
kung fu mastery. As a candidate for a masters in 
computer science, he possesses not only brawn, 
but brain as well. To top it all off, Justin’s tactical 
ingenuity is also second to none through years 
of training in the art of Mahjong and poker. While 
many desire this absolute unit of a man, it is to 
no one’s surprise that he is indeed already taken.

Justin Ng Master Oogway



All Chardonnay “Tai Lung” Needler has ever 
wanted is to be the Dragon YOdeler. Fueled by 
this dream, she developed her skills along all 
fronts, becoming the most talented student of 
the greatest voice coach in the Valley of Peace, 
Natalie “Shifu” Kung. When Chard wasn’t honing 
her deep alto voice, she was impressing all with 
her deep cultural and historical knowledge, and 
even vaster variety of tongues (Chinese, French, 
Hebrew??).

But alas, her freedom was taken away. Locked 
away for years, her already dangerous skillset 
developed a lethal edge. Not allowed to sing, she 
made do with cello and research on South African 
jazz and social movements from apartheid to 
the modern day (according to her impressive 
LinkedIn, which she had plenty of time to populate 
in prison). Well, she’s back for revenge, destiny, 
and French Yoast. Brace yourselves. She won’t let 
anything get in her way, even if it means knocking 
you out so hard, you’ll be Counting Stars.

Chardonnay Needler Tai Lung
His charm is his hair,
how it flows in the air
makes you wish you had locks like those too.
He’s got eyes sharp with focus,
as he’s walking down Locust
he’ll approach you right out of the blue.
He plays a good cello,
yet his tastes are not mellow
with a spice tolerance straight through the roof.
A goose he shall play
in our humble show today,
but don’t let his small role fool you!
With his voice, so sublime!
(and his duetter-in-crime)
he will snatch your heart straight from you.
But alas it is best
if his voice does the rest
of the talking, so without further ado
He looks like Asian Thor
and he keeps saying naurr!
I present to you, the great Michael Tu.

Michael Tu Mr. Ping

As our chief commander of the “inescapable” 
prison, Dante “Vachir” Lokitiyakul turned out to 
be incapable at his one job - preventing Tai Lung 
from escaping. But outside his day job, he has 
been very successful in his side hustles. During 
weekends he would perform his signature song 
JDA (簡單愛) in gigs to help PennYo make ends 
meet and steal hearts from the crowd. He is also 
the only person in PennYo to hold two Guiness Yo 
Records: singing Chinese songs without learning 
Chinese and managing to stay on pitch while the 
tenors beside him are going flat (or sharp?). To 
honour PennYo’s good old tradition, Dante will be 
performing JDA for us outside the theatre after the 
show as long as everyone venmo us two bucks 
and requests for Dante’s performance. On behalf 
of PennYo, we thank you for contributing to the 
preservation of our JDA cultural heritage.

Dante Lokitiyakul Commander Vachir
Don’t be fooled by his innocent face - he might 
act like Zeng the Messenger in his day-to-day 
life, but Geshi’s enthusiasm for partying increases 
exponentially with every shot he takes, tiring out 
even the most experienced party-goers in PennYo. 
Nothing wrong with that, although his heart may 
disagree. When he’s not mumbling about how he 
may have had too much or asking Chris exactly 
what our starting notes are, a wild Geshi can be 
spotted playing badminton (after rehearsal! every 
week!) or taking gorgeous photos of the wildlife 
he comes across on his hikes. He also has a 1080p 
HD directorial vision of all of our skits, which also 
happens to explain why he’s our production chair 
- a real good one too. Honestly, his bio-writer is 
very glad that PennYo looked back and didn’t let 
him slip by; the writer knows that his po-”WO”-ful 
voice and endless perfectionism will continue to 
take us to new heights.

Geshi Yeung Zeng



Truthfully, there are very few things that connect 
Jackie “Young Tai-Lung” Wu to her Yo Fu Panda 
character. Instead of channeling all her energy 
into beating people up, she prefers spending her 
days reading fantasy novels and crocheting the 
cutest birthday presents ever for her fellow Yos 
(somebody pls put this girl on Etsy!!!). Her other 
hobbies include cooking radish cakes, changing 
her major and hair color every few months, and 
gossiping with her Shifu about all the things they 
miss about Hong Kong. There are some occasions 
where her inner angry/violent Tai-Lung persona 
will emerge, such as when she is chasing down 
the rest of PennYo for failing to meet her marketing 
deadlines. But where she really separates herself 
from Tai-Lung is by how sweet, loving, and loyal 
she is to her friends and family. A true ride-or-die 
and the heart of the alto section, she may not be 
trusted to carry the Dragon Scroll, but the future 
of PennYo is definitely in good hands with her!

Jacqueline Wu Young Tai Lung

Sylvia, or Xiaonic, with her brownish yellowish 
carrot-in-braised-pork-belly-like hair, constant 
tendency to burst into laughter, to fight Michael 
Tu, is our wonderful and beloved Vice President. 
In the movie, as the dragon scroll, she inspired 
Po to realize his destiny as the Dragon Warrior, 
and as the VP, she has always been a motivation 
to the group (partly because she is the one who 
collect late fees - venmo @pennyo-a-cappella). 
This semester, she also coordinated the Every 
Summertime music video, in which people walked 
up and down stairs mindlessly like Super Mario 
and danced with no music in the background (it 
was fun time). Xiaonic copes with all things by 
finding joy in them, which I really respect. Maybe 
there’s no secret ingredient in Mr. Ping’s noodle, 
but Sylvia certainly is the secret ingredient of 
PennYo.

Sylvia Chen Scroll
Her phone may be in black and white, but 
Suzanna “Tree/AMD” Wang never fails to bring 
color into PennYo (her hair is literally red). Walk 
down Locust expecting to see Suzzy doing her 
little arm spin dance, posting ultra wide angle 
forehead shots on instagram, or coffee-chatting 
with her millions of friends (all of whom made 
up 80% of our concert audience last semester). 
When PennYo is lucky enough to see her once 
every blue moon during rehearsals, we are once 
again reminded that we must sing ON the pitch, 
not on TOP of the pitch (did that make sense? 
We don’t really know.) Look forward to Suzzy’s 
rendition of Take Me To Church, where your 
spiritual beliefs may be shaken so hard you might 
even get a concussion ;)

Suzanna Wang Tree/AMD

August “Yuntong” Fu is nothing less than an 
enigma. From the mind-bogglingly low Bs (to the 
total lack of them on his transcript) to the casual 
knowledge of Chomskian syntax, he changes the 
Alicia Keys song from “some people WANT it all” 
to “some people HAVE it all.” August is a tree of 
knowledge and embraces trees of all kinds... even 
on his computer desktop.

August is casually the biggest brains in all of 
PennYo, not just because he does upper-division 
math classes as a freshman, but because he’s 
a gentleman. He’s always there to help out, 
contribute, bear responsibility, carry bags, and 
carry PennYo. Wearing Montcler jackets because 
“a friend gave it to him” (not because he chases 
status), he exudes class as easily as he can sing 
“Survivor” without sounding like a zombie. Study 
on, but more importantly, keep exploring. This 
man of culture will be able to enjoy 西多士 from 
France if he wants.

August Fu Villager, Guard



FOR CHARDONNAY:
Sweetness, Nothing makes me prouder than watching you perform! You have a gift 
& you need to share it with the World! Love, Daddy 🌎❤😁

You rock, Chardonnay!! Love you! - Lily

Yesss Chardonnay!! Have a great concert! Sending love from the DoubleSpeak 
family <3

FOR NICOLE:
CONGRATS TO PINEWOOD CHOIR’S FINEST!! I was tempted to submit a collage 
of old photos, but your dad beat me to it... I LOVE YOU, wish I could be there to 
witness your angelic voice in person <3 - Emma

FOR MICHAEL:
Dear Michael Tu, 
I love you more than Tippy hates his littles, and you are the man I aspire to be.
Sincerely,
Bryan Yan
@yanyanlifts

FOR JACKIE:
在疫情還未完全消退的情況下，又可以開演唱會，真是另外一種幸福！我的
乖孫女好嘢！- KB Law

Virtual performances are only cool if you execute it well, and I found your 
previous virtual performances very cool! So good job sis! Can’t wait for your next 
performance! :D - Winston

PennYo is amazing, and so are you!  Can’t wait to watch your live broadcast!  Have 
a great show, and more importantly, have a great time!  Love, Dad

Kaka, I wish you a successful performance! Add Oil! Add Oil! I will be singing 
together with you from HK :) - Love, Mom

One time I ride the plane with Jackie jackie is so nice it was cool we were on the 
plane and we went on a plane to school and we go to the same school the - Vikki

“Where’s Tommy?”- a question commonly asked 
by Yos as this mysterious ghost of a man can 
seemingly never be found. Our beloved Tenor 
may have a gorgeous voice and kills it at karaoke, 
but still can’t use his head voice and is addicted 
to flavored air. Even though he’s always late, 
Tommy never fails to make the Yos laugh with 
some memorable statements that are better left 
unsaid. Our popular Tenor knows all the Chinese 
internationals and is known for his hype beast, 
overpriced outfits. Nonetheless, he continuously 
blesses the earth with his angelic voice and his 
sense of humor.

Tommy Hu Villager, Guard

Our beautiful, lovely, wonderful, and insanely 
talented AMD Anna is nothing short of absolutely 
perfect. Whether it ’s her impeccable makeup and 
meticulously drawn eyeliner, her bangs always 
being lined up so immaculately, her outfits so 
carefully planned out, to her absolutely beautiful 
drawings of the members of PennYo, her skillful 
arrangements, and more, she is always the 
epitome of everything you want to be. Zhang 
Muyun is always keeping up with the times, 
picking up on PennYo’s swaggy slang, hitting us 
with constantly with the now iconic saying “da 
best.” Learn what “da best” means when you listen 
to Anna sing - you are for sure to be blown away!

Anna Zhang Villager, Guard

SHOUTOUTS



hoi. your beatbox is cool. you’re just a cool person.
i’m cheering for you always :)) 
-love, teaspoon

FOR CHRIS:
BIGGO!! UR LAST CONCERT AHHHHH I can’t believe this is the last ;( I was 
there for your first and now it’s coming full circle :’) SO PROUD OF ALL YOUR 
ACHIEVEMENTS and so happy to be ur litto~ can’t wait to see you shine tonight at 
your last show GO POP OFF!! - Catherine

FOR SUZANNA:
NO!!!! NO!!!!!!OOOOONOOOOOOOOO WAA AAAA - Vikki

FOR ANNA:
Hey Anna, enjoy music and keep chasing your dreams! Wish your everyday life is 
as charming as spring cherry blossoms ~ - Jackie

FOR EDDIE:
Go Eddie!!! Your last concert but I know it will be the best! All the hard work will 
pay off :) - Eliot

FOR PENNYO:
I’M SO PROUD OF ALL OF YOU!<3 - Roxanne

hoi. thanks for being the best 
friend I could ever ask for :)
-love, tablespoon



Eddie Huang

Couldn’t be more proud of 
your amazing talent & hard 
work! Follow your dream & 

passion to bring joys to 
others! Can’t wait to cheer for 

the PennYo! 

Congratulations to PennYo on 
the 20th year of success! 

Love, Mom & Dad



Dear Natalie, enjoy what you do and have a great show! 
We love you! - 婆婆公公

@nicoleyeh We are very proud that someone 
from our family can sing pitch-perfect in front 
of discerning audiences. - Mom and dad



       

    

   

  

Dear Daniel,  

We’ve been enjoying PennYo’s concerts since 
fall 2018. Thank you and all the talented 
members of PennYo family! Looking forward 
to another successful performance! 

We love you and very proud of you! 

- Dad, Mom and Kevin 



From your family
Mom
Dad
Matt







               We are so lucky to have you
 in our life!  Have a great Performance!  
 

First Love

Christo
pher

 Proud of you!!!             Mom and Dad  





A HUGE THANK YOU
to the following individuals and groups for making this show possible:

PAC 
SAC
ACK

Laurie McCall
Megan Edelman
Amanda Labonte
Sarah Outing

Iron Gate Theater Staff
Visual Sound
Juliana Yu

West Philly Swingers
Pan Asian Dance Troupe

Shannon Zheng
Sabrina Chann
Grace Jiang 
Peter Nguyen
Isabella Song
Vereta Gour
Anthony Hu
Charlie Chen
Vanessa Liew
Eric Kim

Katherine Tsui
Tina Zhang
Rachel Lin
Sonia Tam
Jasmine Cao
Vikki Xu
Ella Cho
Daniel Shi
Carmen Yam

Our wonderful Yolums
And of course, thank you to YOU, family and friends!



CONNECT WITH US!
Facebook: pennyo.a.cappella
Instagram: @pennyoacappella

YouTube: PennYo
WeChat: pennyoacappella


